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SUDANESE MEDIA - Arabic Headlines

Al-Ayaam:
- AU rejects unjustified postponement of Abuja talks
- Foreign minister says committee formed to discuss presidency
- African leaders outline challenges facing the continent and call for unity
- GoS says it will accept any resolution African leaders come up with

Al-Rai Al-Aam:
- President Bashir calls for African model of good leadership
- Talks on eastern Sudan pushed forward to 7th February
- Chadian rebels request audience before the AU
- Abel Alier says chopper probe team to wind up work by end February
- OPINION: It is not through foreign forces that national issues can be solved

Al-Sahafa
- V-p Salva Kiir says the success of the AU summit augurs well for efforts to resolve problems of the east and west of the country
- Egypt’s president is absent from AU summit meeting
- Mustafa Osman Ismail (Advisor to the President of the Republic) says the issue of the mini-summit on Darfur is yet to be decided upon
- President Bashir says African efforts alone will lead to solutions to the problems of Darfur
- AU drafts a resolution to send peacekeepers to Somalia
- Vice-president of GoSS confirms commitments to link north and south by road

Akhbar Alyaum
• US president says a Sudan chairmanship of the AU is cause for anxiety to the US

ENGLISH HEADLINES

Khartoum Monitor
• Government rejects Darfur rebels’ statement
• AlBashir pledges to settle Darfur crisis
• UN: Eastern Front ready for talks
• GoSS disbands unified police forces

Sudan Vision
• AU summit kicks off